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Abstract: The 8-channel Multiple Use Silicon Photo-multiplier (SiPM) Integrated Circuit (MUSIC)
Application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) for SiPM anode readout has been designed for appli-
cations where large photo-detection areas are required. MUSIC offers three main features: (1) Sum
of the eight input channels using a differential output driver, (2) eight individual single ended (SE)
analog outputs, and (3) eight individual SE binary outputs using a time over threshold technique.
Each functionality, summation and individual readout includes a selectable dual-gain configuration.
Moreover, the signal sum implements a dual-gain output providing a 15-bit dynamic range. The
circuit contains a tunable pole zero cancellation of the SiPM recovery time constant to deal with most
of the available SiPM devices in the market. Experimental tests show how MUSIC can linearly sum
signals from different SiPMs and distinguish even a few photons. Additionally, it provides a single
photon output pulse width at half maximum (FWHM) between 5–10 ns for the analog output and a
single-photon time resolution (SPTR) around 118 ps sigma using a Hamamatsu SiPM S13360-3075CS
for the binary output. Lastly, the summation mode has a power consumption of ≈200 mW, whereas
the individual readout consumes ≈30 mW/ch.

Keywords: large detection area; fast front-end electronics; summation; SiPM; scintillators; Cherenkov
radiation

1. Introduction
1.1. Applications of Radiation Detectors

The detection of low intensity light radiation with large efficiency and robust detec-
tors is highly in demand for several applications [1]. Many radiation detectors in particle
physics experiments, astrophysics, medical imaging and other fields use photo-sensors
for large detection areas up to 1 inch or more [2–5]. Two applications of photo-sensors for
the detection of elementary particles are the scintillation detectors [6] and the Cherenkov
radiation detectors [7]. Scintillators have been extensively used in calorimeters, and also
recently in trackers based on scintillating fibres [8,9]. Time-of-flight measurement often
requires scintillator detectors as well [10,11]. A classical example of a Cherenkov detector
is the Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) used for particle identification [12,13]. Another
example is ground-based Cherenkov telescopes that are employed for high-energy gamma-
ray stereoscopic observations [14,15]. These telescopes focus the flashes of Cherenkov
light with nanosecond duration onto fast photo-sensor arrays where the signal is read-
out [16]. Medical imaging, including technologies such as positron emission tomography
(PET) [17,18] and gamma single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), also
demand efficient photo-detectors [19,20].
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Photo-sensor requirements are different according to the specific detector. Usually,
RICH detectors require blue and Ultra-Violet (UV) sensitivity and single photon detec-
tion [12]. In contrast, scintillator light yield is much higher and the emission is shifted to
the blue/green region of the spectrum [10]. Calorimeters have large dynamic range, up
to hundreds or thousands of photons [3], whereas scintillating fiber trackers are used for
Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP) signals, producing few photons [8,21]. Lastly, Imaging
Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) require a detectable dynamic range from the
single photo-electron signal for calibration purposes and up to several thousand photons
(5000 PE) for the highest Cherenkov light flashes [4,15,22].

For a long time, the main photo-detectors for such detection systems were the photo-
multiplier tubes (PMTs), which were created more than 50 years ago [23]. PMTs are used
to convert the detected light into an electrical signal that can be processed by specific
readout electronics. In the last decade, a new type of photo-detector, the Silicon Photo-
multiplier (SiPM), was developed on the basis of the semiconductor technology as an
alternative to PMTs [2,24]. Application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) for radiation
sensors, in particular Front End (FE) electronics for SiPMs that are stable and perform
at high count rates, are also needed to achieve the best performance from photo-sensor
devices [19]. Typically, the FE electronics have to deal with the high terminal capacitance
of the SiPMs when large photo-detection areas are required and therefore dedicated ASICs
are needed [25].

1.2. SiPM Technology

An SiPM [1,24,26–30] (also known as a Geiger-mode avalanche photo-diode, G-APD)
is a device obtained by connecting in parallel several miniaturized Single Photon Avalanche
Diode (few tens of µm2 and referred hereafter as SPAD) [31], belonging to the same silicon
substrate. The small SPADs and a quenching element are named micro-cells in the SiPM.
The output signal of the SiPM is proportional to the number of SPAD cells that the incident
photons activate. Since the over-voltage (i.e., the difference between bias and breakdown
voltage) and cell capacitance uniformity can be quite accurate in modern production
processes, an excellent separation between peaks in the charge spectrum is achieved [29].
This makes it possible to count even tens of photons, which is clearly impossible with
PMTs [23]. PMTs still have some advantages—lower temperature dependence and lower
dark count rate [23]. Nevertheless, temperature dependence of the SiPM is related to the
breakdown voltage and therefore it can be corrected by smart supply voltage control and
temperature stabilization [25].

SiPMs are the main sensors that are a substitute for PMTs in several research
fields [6,25,32–35]. These devices are characterized by extremely good timing response,
moderate operating bias voltages (lower than 100 V), high gain (equal or larger than PMTs),
low-amplitude after-pulses and high quantum efficiency. SiPMs also have the benefit of
large flexibility in the creation of 2D arrays of sensors, robustness, compactness, better
suited for mass production and insensitivity to magnetic fields. However, SiPM capacitance
can be at the level of 15 nF per square inch, which imposes serious requirements for a low
noise and high speed readout [19]. A common approach to deal with this problem is to
add the signal of several SiPMs [36]. Even in this scenario, requirements are stringent for
an ASIC implementation if low noise, high bandwidth and large dynamic range have to be
achieved [19].

SiPMs suffer from three main noise sources—dark counts, after-pulsing and cross-
talk [1,25,28,29,37]. The noise in SiPM devices is mainly due to the dark count rate—an
e/h pair can be thermally generated, triggering an avalanche in a micro-cell without an
optical photon impinging on it. The dark noise rate depends on the working temperature
and the over-voltage, and is directly proportional to the active area of the device. Other
noise sources are correlated to other primary events triggered in one cell. Trapping of the
carriers and their delayed release in the avalanche region can cause a second avalanche
in the junction, named after-pulse [1]. Trapped carriers can have a lifetime from tens to
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hundreds of nanoseconds and the second avalanche can be triggered also after the complete
micro-cell recharge, increasing artificially the number of counted events. Optical photons
can be produced during the avalanche in a micro-cell introducing an additional noise
component. These interactions in adjacent micro-cells of the SiPM may generate optical
cross-talk noise. The effect of cross-talk can be reduced with trenches (grooves surrounding
each micro-cell), which can have metal-coated sidewalls [26].

SiPM technology has greatly evolved during the last 10 years and can be considered
as mature enough, although room for improvement still exists. Current SiPM technologies
guarantee a dark count rate of about 100 kHz/mm2 at room temperature [38]. An optimal
device would work with a large Photo Detector Efficiency (PDE) of around 50%, while
having a cross-talk typically smaller than 10–20%. Currently, Hamamatsu or FBK devices
achieve these performances [29,38–40]. A trade-off exists between PDE and cross-talk, since
fill factor and over-voltage should be optimized in opposite directions.

1.3. Front End Electronics

Dedicated multi-channel electronics that are stable and perform at high count-rates are
required to fully exploit the advantages of SiPMs [41]. In general, these analog electronics
need to perform different tasks such as amplification or filtering with a relatively low
power consumption depending on the system requirements. As a guideline, FE electronics
or ASICs coupled to SiPMs covering large detection areas (SiPM capacitance ranges from
30 pF to more than 2 nF) should be designed considering the following requirements.

• Current sensing with low input impedance. A current-mode input stage is preferable
compared to a voltage-mode approach to sustain high event rates in high speed
applications and obtain a fast response to optimize the time performance [42]. A low
input impedance is desired in a current-mode implementation to maximize the peak
current and thus improve the slew rate of the input signal [25,43].

• Shaping of the input signal. SiPM pulses typically have a long time constant associated
with the recharge of the micro-cells. This may cause saturation or distortion because of
pile up of pulses and thus causing baseline shifts [29]. This effect results in a reduction
of the maximum event rate that an ASIC can handle without degradation. Pole-zero
cancellation filters are used to shape the SiPM response [41].

• Pre-amplification to optimize the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). The input signal from
the SiPM must be amplified to maximize the dynamic range and time performance [41].
Noise must be minimized while at the same time preserving the signal amplitude in
order to optimize the SNR [19]. Note that, even if nominal gain of the SiPM is in the
order of 106, only a fraction of the charge is used after applying a shaper to perform a
tail cancellation.

• Multi-channel. The ASIC must be capable of handling the input response of several
detectors [2,44–46].

• Combination (summation) of the signal of several SiPMs. Large detection areas have
to be covered in some applications. Since the largest SiPM detection area is about
6 × 6 mm2, smaller than the largest PMT, a solution when a large detection area is
required is to add the signal of several SiPMs inside the ASIC [19,30]. Direct parallel
connection of several SiPM devices has some drawbacks: extremely large capacitance
(introducing limitations in speed and SNR) and difficult equalization of SiPM non-
uniformities by over-voltage equalization. A dedicated ASIC adding the signals of
several SiPMs covering the same area alleviate this drawback.

• Over-voltage equalization. The breakdown voltage of SiPMs suffers from process
variability, although fabrication techniques have improved significantly. The different
breakdown voltage of each SiPM is translated in gain non-uniformities when several
of them are biased with the same power supply. This is particularly problematic
when SiPM signals have to be added. Therefore, FE electronics should allow a DC
adjustment of the input voltage connected to the anode or cathode of the SiPM (over-
voltage equalization) [44,47].
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Several ASICs can be found in the literature suitable for the readout of
SiPMs [2,25,44–52]. These ASICs consider some of the previous considerations. For
instance, the PreAmplifier for CTA (PACTA) ASIC [49] is a single channel wide-band
current-mode FE with 16 bits dynamic range designed in AMS 0.35 µm SiGe technology.
It provides a differential output with two different gains and the power consumption is
about 100 mW.

An 8-channel ASIC, referred to as NINO [50,51], consists of a current-mode FE with
a differential input that provides a non-linear Time-over-Threshold (ToT) response of the
SiPM. NINO is designed in IBM 0.25 µm technology and presents a power consumption of
27 mW/ch. These electronics can be employed for time measurements and yield a 64 ps
sigma for single-photon time resolution (SPTR) with a Hamamatsu SiPM S13360-3050CS.

An alternative ASIC is the 32-channel Citiroc [44] designed in AMS 0.35 µm SiGe
technology and developed by Weeroc [52]. This voltage-mode FE provides an analog
response of the SIPM suitable for charge measurements and also provides a trigger signal
with a high resolution timing (60–70 ps RMS jitter). This ASIC provides 32 binary trigger
outputs (time response), 2 multiplexed charge outputs with two different gains and two
ASIC trigger outputs, each one obtained as the OR of the charge and time measurements,
respectively. The dual-gain charge measurement contains a shaper, a track and hold or
peak detector circuit and an analog buffer. An adjustment of the SiPM bias voltage at the
input of the ASIC is possible. The power consumption of the ASIC is 6.26 mW/ch when all
stages are activated.

1.4. Overview

This paper presents an 8-channel Multiple Use SiPM Integrated Circuit (MUSIC) [53]
ASIC for SiPM anode readout, which implements all the aforementioned functionalities,
and is organized as follows. Section 2 details the main blocks of the MUSIC ASIC archi-
tecture and its main functionalities, while the experimental setups used are described in
Section 3. A detailed performance analysis of the MUSIC ASIC is provided in Section 4. Dif-
ferent applications where the MUSIC ASIC have been employed are discussed in Section 5
and some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Materials: MUSIC Architecture

This section details the main features of the MUSIC chip architecture. Firstly, a de-
scription of the different functionalities of the chip are outlined. Secondly, the main aspects
of the input stage based on a current preamplifier and the pole zero cancellation circuit to
cope with several time constants are described. Thirdly, the summation circuit proposed
to add the incoming signals from the different channels and the individual readout are
presented. Lastly, a summary of the main characteristics of the ASIC is provided.

2.1. Functional Modes

MUSIC provides several functionalities using multiple copies of the input current
readout from each SiPM. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the ASIC. The different
operational modes are described next.

• Summation: The sum of the input signals is provided as a dual-gain output in differ-
ential mode using a high gain and a low gain current from the input readout circuit.
The 8 channels contributing to the sum can be controlled individually.

• Individual analog readout: The SiPM response is provided as a single ended analog
output per channel in voltage mode.

• Individual binary discriminated output: A non-linear Time-over-Threshold (ToT) re-
sponse with a pulse width proportional to the input peak current (charge) is generated
per channel. Each binary output is provided in single ended mode.

• Fast OR trigger: A trigger signal is provided by performing a logic OR operation
between all discriminated channels. The rising edge of this signal indicates whether a
valid event has occurred or not. For instance, a signal above dark count noise.
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Figure 1. Multiple Use Silicon Photo−multiplier (SiPM) Integrated Circuit (MUSIC) functional block diagram. HG refers to
high gain and LG to low gain signal paths.

For each individual channel, only the analog or digital output can be selected since
both signals share the same output pad. Moreover, a selectable dual-gain configuration is
available for each functionality, the channel sum and the 8 individual outputs. All these
functionalities allow the possibility to apply a Pole-Zero cancellation. Other blocks are
included to set the correct operating points of the circuit and configure several tunable
parameters. It is important to highlight that every block and channel can be disabled (power
down mode) with a specific control signal. Lastly, all these parameters can be reconfigured
using an SPI (Serial Parallel Interface) protocol and an external Field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) or micro-controller.

2.2. Input Current Stage

An input stage based on a bipolar current mirror with double feedback loop is em-
ployed for SiPM anode readout [54]. The aim of this readout circuit is to provide a low
input impedance in order to avoid affecting the timing behavior of the SiPM and increase
input current. A schematic view of the input stage is illustrated in Figure 2.

The input part of the FE electronics works as follows. The Low Frequency Feedback
loop (LFFB) (based on [55]) controls the DC voltage (Vare f ) of the input node through the
virtual short circuit of a folded cascode operational transconductance amplifier (OTA1) [56].
This OTA1 drives a follower closing the LFFB loop. The High Frequency feedback path
(HFFB) employs a common-gate regulated cascode configuration [57] in order to keep the
input impedance constant over the bandwidth of interest and thus the fast timing behavior
of the SiPM is not affected. The design has been implemented taking into account that the
dominant pole should be set at the input node (SiPM parasitic capacitance is in the order of
tenths of pF). In this way, stability is not compromised when an important capacitance is
added at the input.
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Figure 2. Input current stage including the readout circuit and the summation block.

The current division scheme splits the input current into differently scaled copies.
These signals are connected to independent current mirrors to implement the different
features described in Section 2.1. The main characteristics of the input stage block are
detailed next.

• Low input impedance of ≈32 Ω in the bandwidth of interest.
• Anode connection for multi-channel common cathode SiPM arrays.
• Control of the SiPM bias voltage per channel by individual adjustment of the anode

voltage (VAre f ). It is configured using an internal 9-bit DAC with 1 V full scale. This
adjustment may be used to change the gain or the photon detection efficiency (PDE)
of the SiPM, and thus equalize the gain in each channel.

• Large Gain Bandwidth (GBW) of more than 500 MHz.
• Low input referred noise for sensor capacitances between 10 pF to 10 nF: (1) series

noise lower than 2 nV/sqrt(Hz); (2) parallel noise lower than 20 pA/sqrt(Hz).
• Low power consumption of about 5 mW/ch.
• Power down mode for each individual channel.

2.3. Pole-Zero Cancellation (PZ Shaper)

The circuit contains a configurable Pole-Zero cancellation (PZ) of the SiPM recovery
time constant to deal with sensors from different manufacturers. The PZ reduces the peak
duration of the signal and the tail produced by the sensor, but also attenuates the peak
amplitude. The equation that defines the behavior of the shaper can be obtained using the
schematic view depicted in Figure 3a. The output signal after the PZ compensation (VO) is
defined as follows

VO =

(
R2

R1 + R2

)
R1C1s + 1

R1||R2C1s + 1
Vi. (1)

Thus, the time constant can be computed as:

τ = R1C1. (2)
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The resistors (R1 and R2) can be configured with 8 different options (3 bits) and
the capacitor (C1) has 32 possibilities (5 bits). The PZ shaper must be carefully tuned
in order to: (1) Cancel the time constant related to the SiPM long tail; (2) compensate
the undershoot/overshoot of the signal; (3) minimize the spill over or increase data rate
(two events can be overlapped due to the slow tails) by reducing the Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) of the output signal and; (4) not jeopardize the signal peak due to
excessive attenuation. For instance, increasing pull-up resistor (R2) will reduce current
removed from the input and thus decrease signal attenuation. A good matching with the
input time constant will provide a flat output. Figure 3b shows a normalized typical signal
before and after PZ compensation.

Decay times up to 100 ns are supported, covering most of the available SiPM devices
in the market. The PZ cancellation provides output signals with a FWHM up to 5 ns to
10 ns depending on the SiPM and can be used or bypassed in any operation mode. This
5–10 ns FWHM enables a data rate up to 100 Mcps. In conclusion, there exists a trade-off
between the peak amplitude (or SNR) and the FWHM resolution and thus the optimal PZ
configuration depends on the requirements of each application.

R1 R2

C1

VccVi

Vo

(a) (b)
Figure 3. Pole−Zero (PZ) compensation. (a) PZ shaper circuit with tunable R1, R2 and C1. (b) Normalized response of a
single photon using a Hamamatsu SiPM S13350−6050CS with and without PZ cancellation. In this example, the peak signal
after the PZ shaper was attenuated an ≈35%.

2.4. Summation Circuit

An analog transistor FE was developed to sum, shape and amplify the SiPM signals of
one pixel to a composite output without the drawback of summing the sensors capacitance.
The summation circuit for adding one or more signals received from a SiPM array is under
patent [54]. The input signals can be added by simply connecting the output currents dedi-
cated to summation from each input readout circuit, as previously described in Figure 2.
However, if a single photo-diode is not functioning properly or gain non-uniformity exist
between inputs, the result may be erroneous. The channel summing module allows condi-
tioned addition of one or more signals provided by the readout circuit in order to solve
this problem.

In operation mode, each photoelectric pixel may be sensed by the corresponding
readout circuit and then summed at the current switch (CS), as detailed in Figure 2. The
current switch implementation is depicted in Figure 4. It acts as an active cascode for the
input current mirror and consists of two common base transistors QCBm,n and a classic
two stage Miller Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA2) [58]. The active cascode
element sets the collector voltage of each slave mirror to the same collector voltage (VA) of
the input transistor. This minimizes channel modulation errors (non-linearity). The QCBm,n
transistor connected to the output of OTA2 works as a current buffer of the input current.
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Figure 4. Implementation of the summing current switch. outm is used for the high gain output and
outn for the low gain.

The summation element CS permits to disconnect one or more channels from the
summing module. Note that each readout channel is coupled to a different current switch
and then each output outm of each CS is connected together to sum the different channels
(analogously for output outn). Each output of the summing element has a saturation control
(transistors QSCm1,2 ) and a different number of resistors (RL) coupled in parallel to convert
the output current (outm or outn) into voltage and control the gain, as depicted in Figure 2.
Finally, the two different outputs from the CS are used to provide distinct gains. The
mathematical operation of the circuit is described as follows.

Sum = S · (k1 · ch1 + ki · chi + · · ·+ kn · chn). (3)

The coefficients ki may be controlled in the readout circuit by tuning the SiPM bias
voltage and the coefficient S is controlled at the summation element by selecting outm or
outn as output. More specifically, outm is used for the high gain (HG) output and outn
for the low gain (LG). Moreover, the sum block is configured with a double differential
trans-impedance gain (Zt) by having a configurable resistor RL with two possible values.
Thus, the sum of signals can be performed with 4 total different gains.

The output voltage VO of the current switch is connected to the PZ shaper (or can
be bypassed) and then is provided at the output using the same differential driver imple-
mented in the PACTA ASIC [49] with cable and transmission line driving capabilities. A
differential voltage is provided at the output and thus common mode noise can be filtered
by the common mode rejection of the data acquisition system in the measurements.

2.5. Individual Readout

The input stage provides different output currents where two of them are dedicated
to the individual readout of each of the SiPMs connected to the ASIC. One of these currents
is used to output the analog response of the SiPM in voltage mode using a single ended
version of the differential driver implemented in the PACTA ASIC [49]. This driver presents
a high slew rate and a low output impedance stage also with cable and transmission line
driving capabilities.

Individual binary outputs are obtained using the other current from the readout
stage, a shaper and a voltage comparator. Each channel delivers a binary signal encoding
the amount of collected charge in the duration of a pulse using a non-linear Time Over
Threshold (ToT) response. The voltage comparator structure is based on a preamplifier
stage based on two differential amplifiers, a classical CMOS symmetric amplifier in an open
loop configuration to work as a comparator and a digital buffer[58]. The buffer has enough
drive strength in order to be connected to an FPGA or a micro-controller for digitization.
The binary outputs are obtained using a programmable threshold in the discriminator with
a 9 bit dynamic range and an LSB of 1.58 mV. The advantage of using a ToT readout is
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that minimizes additional dedicated components (no ADC required) since digitization can
be performed by Time to Digital Converters (TDCs) in an FPGA [59]. The fast shaping
applied to the input pulse, also allows the possibility of photon counting. Lastly, the PZ
cancellation can be used or bypassed by either the analog or the binary response.

2.6. MUSIC Specifications

This section describes the most significant characteristics of the MUSIC ASIC. The
sum of signals presents a linear response in the whole dynamic range (15 bits), as depicted
in Figure 5a for both the high gain (VoHG) and the low gain (VoLG) outputs. Observe
that each sum output has an additional gain configuration referred as High Zt (high trans-
impedance gain) and Low Zt (low trans-impedance gain) and both behave linearly. The
single-ended channel has a linear response during the first half dynamic range (10 bits)
and a non-linear in the second half, as illustrated in Figure 5b. The dynamic range of the
individual response is increased when connecting the output of the chip to high impedance
loads. The individual readout has also two trans-impedance gains.

(a) (b)
Figure 5. Dynamic Range and linearity of the analog functional modes. (a) Summation of 8 channels: Transient simulation
using an input cell signal normalized to 12 µA current peak per cell. (b) Individual readout: Transient simulation using an
input cell signal normalized to 8 µA current peak per cell.

Noise has been evaluated in terms of Equivalent Noise Charge (ENC). The ENC is
computed by measuring the RMS noise present at the output and referring it to the input
by dividing it by the measured impulse charge gain of the readout chain. The ENC of the
summation and the analog individual response varying the input detector capacitance after
10 ns integration time is illustrated in Figure 6a,b respectively. Observe from Figure 3b,
that most of the charge of a fast SiPM pulse affecting the SNR is located at the beginning of
the sensor response and thus the ENC mostly depends on this fraction of time.

Figure 6a shows that the ENC increases with the input capacitance and the amount of
active channels activated. For instance, considering a SiPM with a nominal gain of 2 × 106,
a SNR of at least 5 can be achieved when summing 7 sensors with a detector capacitance of
about 1 nF. Observe from Figure 6b the impact of the PZ cancellation on the ENC. SNR is
slightly degraded for a small sensor capacitance due to the PZ shaper attenuates the signal.
On the contrary, SNR is improved for a big sensor capacitance since the PZ filters the high
frequency noise and thus ENC is limited, in this case, by the low frequency noise.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6. Equivalent Noise Charge (ENC) for different sensor capacitance after 10 ns integration time of the input signal.
(a) Summation of the HG differential output for 1 and 7 channels. (b) Individual analog single ended response with and
without PZ filter and using the high and low trans-impedance (Zt) gains.

Lastly, the binary output presents a very low noise at the comparator. More specifically,
noise is close to 1 LSB (1.58 mV) of the comparator thresholds. As a summary, Table 1
details the main performance parameters of the MUSIC ASIC.

Table 1. Performances of the different functional modes. Note that the comparator noise is expressed
in LSBs (1.58 mV).

Performance Summation Individual Analog Individual Binary

HG:690 Ω/315 ΩGain LG:90 Ω/45 Ω 480 Ω/180 Ω 1 kΩ

GBW 500 MHz 150 MHz >500 MHz
Dyn. Range >15 bits >10 bits ToT

Output Differential (×2) Single Ended CMOS
SNR (Cdet = 1 nF) >5 >5 -

Comp Noise - - <1 LSB
Power 25 mW/ch 30 mW/ch 15 mW/ch

3. Methods

This section provides an overview of the experimental setups employed to evaluate
the performance of the MUSIC. The Data Acquisition System (DAQ) is based on a Printed
Circuit Board (PCB) basically containing the ASIC, connectors, power regulators, and an
Altera Cyclone III FPGA. Moreover, it contains several pin sockets to place SiPM sensors
of different sizes. For instance, the PCB can allocate up to 7 Hamamatsu SiPMs S13360-
6050CS covering a nearly circular area similar to a PMT of 1 inch, as shown in Figure 7.
This configuration will be employed to test the summation circuit. The FPGA is used to
communicate with the ASIC via SPI in order to change any configuration register in the
ASIC. The data are acquired directly via an oscilloscope.

The linearity test was performed using an electrical pulse injected directly into the MU-
SIC ASIC, as depicted in Figure 8. An arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix AFG3252
240 MHz) that emulates the SiPM signal response of the Hamamatsu SiPM S13360-6050CS
sends the pulse to a programmable attenuator (Agilent 11713B). By this means, it is possible
to sweep a wide range of attenuation factors in order to study the behavior of the ASIC
with several voltage amplitudes. This voltage signal is converted into current by placing a
510 Ohms resistor after the attenuator and before the ASIC. The amount of photoelectrons
injected into the ASIC depending on the input current, can be calibrated by knowing the
analog response of one photon using the MUSIC ASIC. The input current can be obtained
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by dividing the output peak voltage of the analog response of one photon by the trans-
impedance gain of the ASIC. Lastly, the measurements were acquired with an Agilent MSO
9404A 4 GHz oscilloscope (20 GS/s).

Figure 7. Printed Circuit Board (PCB) containing mainly the MUSIC ASIC, an Altera Cyclone III FPGA, power regulators,
and connectors. It also illustrates how to connect 7 Hamamatsu SiPMs S13360−6050CS to show the performance of the
summation circuit. The PCB measures 144.75 × 67.66 mm2.

Figure 8. Schematic representation of the experimental setup used to evaluate the linearity of the
energy measurement. The electronics are placed in a light tight box.

The experimental setup used to perform charge spectrum (finger-like plot) and SPTR
(Single Photon Time Resolution) measurements is illustrated in Figure 9. An external trigger
at 500 kHz sends a signal to both the laser driver and the oscilloscope. The laser driver
sends a pulse to the laser (PicoQuant PDL 800-D laser at 635 nm and a tuned intensity level
of 50% as per the optimal operating conditions specified in the user manual, jitter < 20 ps
rms and 30 ps pulse width). The laser generates a red photon package that passes through
a Single Mode Fiber (Throlabs 630A-FC SM) to a beam collimator. A few optical beam
attenuators crystals are placed after the collimator to reduce the light intensity. Finally,
the beam pulse arrives at a Thorlabs N-BK7 ground glass diffuser, spreading the light
homogeneously over the sensors. All measurements were taken in an isolated light tight
box and temperature was stabilized around 18 °C to avoid gain variations and reduce dark
count noise.
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Figure 9. Schematic representation of the experimental setup using a red laser source for charge and
single-photon time resolution (SPTR) measurements.

4. Experimental Test Results

This section provides experimental results of the different functional modes included
in the ASIC. The MUSIC ASIC has been developed by using the AMS 0.35 µm SiGe
BiCMOS technology.

4.1. Individual Analog Readout

The single-ended individual analog readout provides a SiPM response with an excel-
lent SNR, even when the default configuration of the PZ cancellation is activated. Figure 10
shows the analog response of the Hamamatsu SiPM S13360-3075CS. The SiPM is illumi-
nated at low light level conditions following a Poisson distribution with an average of a
few photons. Discrete levels related to the number of fired cells can be easily distinguished
in Figure 10a with a linear behavior of the peak amplitude with respect to the detected
photons. Moreover, observe from Figure 10b that the charge histogram presents also a
linear behavior with respect to the number of photons.

(a) (b)
Figure 10. Individual analog output with the default PZ cancellation at low level illumination using
the Hamamatsu SiPM S13360−3075CS at 5 V of over−voltage. (a) Analog output pulses with a
FWHM of 5 ns; (b) Charge histogram.

The PZ cancellation narrows down the SIPM pulse providing an excellent resolution
with a FWHM of ≈5 ns. Note that the FWHM of the SiPM input signal was higher than
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100 ns. The SNR of the MUSIC ASIC allows a clear identification of more than 10 photon
peaks in the charge spectrum, as depicted in Figure 10b. It is important to highlight that
there exists a trade-off between SNR or amplitude and the resolution (FWHM) and thus
the best PZ configuration will depend on the application and sensor.

Figure 11a shows the acquisition of several SiPMs with different detector capacitance
(S13360-3050CS with 0.32 nF, S13360-6050CS with 1.28 nF and S14520-6050VE with 2.06 nF)
with the same PZ cancellation. Photons can be perfectly identified with the S13360 series
at 5 V of over-voltage. In contrast, the S14520 SiPM with this bigger capacitance, requires
a larger over-voltage of about 7 V to distinguish the different photons when measuring
the peak amplitude. Observe from Figure 11b that photons can be identified using the
S14520-6050VE at 5 V of over-voltage when computing the charge histogram of the analog
output. Therefore, the individual analog response is capable of processing SiPMs with a
capacitance of ≈2 nF. However, it requires a larger over-voltage to distinguish them in
terms of peak amplitude, at the expense of more cross-talk and dark count rate compared
to the other sensors that can operate at lower over-voltages.

(a) (b)
Figure 11. MUSIC individual channel analog response for different SiPMs with PZ cancellation at low level illumination.
(a) Analog output pulses and peak amplitude histogram for the Hamamatsu SiPMs S13360−3050CS, S13360−6050CS
and S14520−6050VE at different over−voltages. (b) Charge histogram of the Hamamatsu SiPM S14520−6050VE at 5V
of over−voltage.

4.2. Individual Binary Readout

An example of the binary outputs is shown in Figure 12 for the Hamamatsu SiPM
S13360-3075CS. The SNR provided by MUSIC allows identifying the number of incident
photons looking at the pulse width. The Single Photon Time Resolution (SPTR) of the
combination of the SiPM and MUSIC can be measured by looking at the RMS spread of
the delay between the leading edge of the laser trigger signal and the leading edge of
the MUSIC discriminated output. Figure 12 illustrates the pulse width histogram of the
discriminated signal and the delay distribution of the first photon to obtain the SPTR. The
SPTR of the binary output with PZ cancellation is about 118 ps sigma at 5 V of over-voltage.
Note that the measured SPTR is the combination of the jitter from the electronics, the SiPM
and the laser.
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Figure 12. (left) MUSIC discriminated output with PZ cancellation and optimal threshold using the Hamamatsu SiPM
S13360−3075CS at 5 V of over−voltage. (Top-right) Pulse width histogram of the discriminated. (Bottom-right) Delay
distribution of the first photoelectron.

Single Photon Time Resolution as a function of over-voltage and different threshold
levels (0.5 to 2.5 PEs or micro-cells) is depicted in Figure 13a (without PZ cancellation) and
Figure 13b (with PZ cancellation). The SPTR deteriorates for higher over-voltages when PZ
cancellation is not applied mainly due to the large tail of the SiPM signal (large FWHM)
and the dark count rate pile-up. The employment of the PZ cancellation keeps lower the
SPTR at higher over-voltages.
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Figure 13. SPTR as a function of the over-voltage and different threshold levels using the Hamamatsu SiPM S13360−3075CS.
(a) SPTR without PZ cancellation; (b) SPTR with PZ cancellation.

4.3. Analog Summation Readout

The summation circuit is evaluated using 7 Hamamatsu SiPMs S13360-6050CS cover-
ing a circular area similar to a PMT of 1 inch. The summation output pulse has a similar
shape as the individual single-ended analog output (shown in Figure 10a), but in differen-
tial mode. Figure 14a illustrates the charge histogram of the high gain summation output
at low light intensity when the adder activates only 1 channel whereas in Figure 14b the
summation takes 7 channels. The input voltage of each readout channel, in other words, the
anode voltage of each SiPM has been adjusted to equalize the over-voltage of each sensor
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and thus minimizing gain variations between channels. Moreover, the PZ cancellation has
been adjusted considering a trade-off between resolution and speed.

Figure 14a shows that the peaks in the charge histogram can be clearly identified when
only one channel is processed. Figure 14b illustrates that photons can still be identified
when summing 7 channels, despite being more affected by noise. The summation circuit
adds the signal from each channel, but it also adds the noise contribution of each of them.
Thus, the resultant noise is

√
7 times the noise of a single channel, in other words,

√
Nσi,

where N represents the number of channels added.

(a) (b)
Figure 14. Charge distribution of the summation circuit with PZ cancellation using the Hamamatsu SiPM S13360−6050CS
at 6V of over−voltage. (a) Summation of 1 channel; (b) Summation of 7 channels.

An electrical pulse that emulates the pulse shape of the Hamamatsu SiPM S13360-
6050CS is injected into the ASIC to test the proper behavior of the summation circuit.
Figure 15a (high gain output) and Figure 15b (low gain output) show the summation
response of the MUSIC ASIC when activating a different number of channels. The same
input signal is injected in each of the activated channels. These measurements show that the
output peak voltage of n input channels is independent of the number of active channels
for both gain configurations. Therefore, independently of the amount of signal received
in each channel, the summation output will provide the sum of all of them following a
linear behavior. These measurements were performed only up to 6 channels due to the test
system did not allow to sum more signals. Although, the expected behavior for 8 channels
is similar.

(a) (b)
Figure 15. Summation of different amount of channels with PZ cancellation using the Hamamatsu SiPMs S13360−6050CS
at 6 V of over−voltage. (a) High Gain output. (b) Low Gain output.
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5. Discussion and Applications

Experimental measurements using the MUSIC ASIC showed that the summation
feature can linearly add signals from different SiPMs and thus cover a large detection area.
This unique feature makes it different from other ASICs in the literature that only provides
the individual readout of each SiPM [44,49–51]. Moreover, the ASIC outputs the response
of each channel in analog and binary mode. The analog response provides an output pulse
with a FWHM between 5–10 ns. SPTR measurements performed using a Hamamatsu
SiPM S13360-3075CS are around ≈118 ps sigma. Hence, the main target of this chip is fast
applications employing detectors with large SiPM capacitance and/or requiring a timing
resolution around 100 ps sigma [11,20,60–62].

MUSIC was designed for high speed applications, namely, cameras for Gamma-
Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) (in summation [36] or in individual
channel [63] mode), particle physics detectors, other Cherenkov or scintillator detectors
(analog or photon-counting mode) or in general, applications where a large photo-detector
area with good timing and fast shaping is required. More specifically, it will enable to
substitute multi-anode PMTs or PMTs with a large photo-detection area by SiPM arrays.
For instance, 1-inch diameter PMTs could be substituted for a self assembled matrix of
7 small SiPMs measuring 6 × 6 mm2 in order to cover the same pixel’s detection area. The
MUSIC ASIC configured in the summation mode, can sum the input currents of each pixel
into one single output as the one provided by a PMT readout.

Several applications where the MUSIC ASIC have been employed are discussed in
this section. For instance, MUSIC has been considered and experimentally evaluated to
be employed in the timing detector of the SHIP experiment [11,60]. This experiment is a
new general-purpose fixed target facility at the European Council for Nuclear Research
(CERN) Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) to search for hidden particles as predicted by
a very large number of recently elaborated models of hidden sectors. In this project, an
array of 8 Hamamatsu SiPMs S13360-6050PE was directly coupled to each end of several
long plastic scintillator bars. The signal was processed with the summation capability
of the MUSIC ASIC and a time resolution below 100 ps for the incoming particles was
achieved [60].

A similar approach was used for the Surrounding Background Tagger of the SHiP
experiment [64]. They employed the summation feature to read the signal from an array
of 8 Hamamatsu S13360-6050PE SiPMs (covering a similar area of a PMT) coupled to
a liquid-scintillator detector module of 50 × 50 × 30 cm3 volume and one wavelength-
shifting optical module. Photo detection efficiencies of at least 99.7% for a threshold of five
photoelectrons were accomplished.

MUSIC was also considered for the ND280 near ToF detector of the T2K experiment
in J-PARC [11]. This experiment aimed to measure the energy spectrum, flavor content
and neutral and charged current interaction rates of the non-oscillated neutrino beam. This
information can be used to predict the non-oscillated interaction rates at Super-Kamiokande.
The purpose of the ToF detector is the determination of the direction of particles (inside
or outside the target) which are products of beam-neutrino interactions. The resolution
required for this system is between 100–200 ps which can be obtained with the MUSIC
ASIC [11,60].

MUSIC was also used as a beam loss monitor (BLM) [65] in combination with scintilla-
tor fibers to compute the rate of radiation losses in the whole ring or by regions at the ALBA
synchrotron facility [66]. The beam loss deposition was absorbed by scintillation fibers and
the light generated was collected at both ends by two Hamamatsu SiPMs S13360-3050CS,
as illustrated in Figure 16a. Then, sensor outputs were processed by the individual binary
channels of the MUSIC ASIC and sent to an Altera Cyclone III FPGA to determine the
arrival time of each photon. The binary output was digitized using an FPGA-based time to
digital converter (TDC) with 40 ps sigma time resolution. A photon counting implemented
in the FPGA was used to capture variations in rate during the operation of the accelerator at
the ALBA facility. Additionally, a Time of Fight measurement was performed by computing
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the difference in arrival times of the photons at both ends of the scintillation fibers. A 20 cm
spatial resolution was measured using a 4 m scintillation fiber, as shown in Figure 16b.

(a) (b)
Figure 16. Beam Loss Monitor (BLM) employing the MUSIC ASIC, a scintillator fiber and two Hamamatsu SiPMs
S13360−3050CS. (a) BLM diagram showing different locations where a radioactive source (gamma photons) was placed to
interact with the plastic fiber; (b) CTR with PZ cancellation.

The authors in [20], employed the MUSIC ASIC to study its feasibility in a Single
Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) scanner. They built a micro-camera
consisting of a 40 × 40 × 8 mm3 NaI(Tl) crystal coupled to 64 SiPMs distributed in a
matrix of 8 × 8 pixels. The 32 SiPMs located in the center of the matrix were read in groups
of 8 SiPMs with four MUSIC ASICs using the summation mode. This camera achieved
an intrinsic spatial resolution of ≈2 mm and an energy resolution of ≈11.6% at 140 keV
when reconstructing images of a liquid radioactive solution of 99mTc in a central region of
15 × 15 mm2.

Another application under investigation is the employment of the MUSIC ASIC
in muon imaging and tracking applications as a Cherenkov-Tag detector [67] and a non-
invasive scanner for cargo containers [68]. Muons passing through a container used in cargo
transportation to be inspected are tracked above and below the volume using a few modules
of several strips of extruded plastic scintillators. The Cherenkov-Tag detector is based on
the directionality of Cherenkov light produced by the muons in a transparent material that
works as a radiator. The MUSIC ASIC connected to several SiPMs attached to the ends of
the scintillator bars or to one face of the radiator material has the right specifications to
detect scintillation or Cherenkov light also in single-photon counting condition.

An SiPM readout based on the MUSIC ASIC is currently used to develop a Cherenkov
telescope for the detection of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays, more specifically, the observa-
tion of neutrinos with energies above 107 GeV. This Cherenkov Telescope is planned to be
deployed on the Extreme Universe Space Observatory Super Pressure Balloon 2 (EUSO-
SPB2) as a precursor experiment to the proposed Probe of Extreme Multi-Messenger
Astrophysics (POEMMA) [62]. The MUSIC circuit is also under test for a custom system
for neuro-biological applications with a Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging technique, similar
to the one presented in [69], but using SiPMs.

Several studies for gamma-ray telescopes have been carried out using the MUSIC
electronics for CTA. MUSIC was one of the candidates to be employed in the Small Size
Telescopes (SSTs) [70], but finally the camera implementation proposing the MUSIC ASIC
as the readout electronics of the SiPMs were discarded. The upgrade of the Large Size
Telescopes (LSTs) based on SiPMs instead of PMTs is currently being studied [4,71]. MUSIC
is being evaluated as a candidate due to the possibility to readout large SiPM pixels with
the summation mode [61].
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Lastly, the summation concept presented in the MUSIC circuit, has been implemented
in a new ASIC, referred to as FASTIC (available during 2021). This ASIC was developed in
a 65 nm technology node and provides the readout of 8 channels as the summation of the
inputs in two groups of 4 channels. It also reads each channel individually and accepts
both positive and negative polarity input signals. This ASIC performs a measurement
of the arrival time of the photons (with better time resolution) using a non-Linear ToT
technique and includes a linear ToT for energy measurement, as implemented in the
HRFlexToT ASIC [46,72,73]. Besides the binary output encoding the time and energy
response, the FASTIC also provides the response of each output in analog mode using a
capacitive driver. All these functionalities are performed with a power consumption of
about 10 mW/channel.

6. Conclusions

An 8-channel ASIC, referred to as MUSIC, for SiPM anode readout in large detection
areas was proposed. MUSIC includes three main operational modes: (1) SiPM pixel summa-
tion in differential mode, (2) 8 individual single ended analog channels, and (3) 8 individual
binary outputs. Additionally, a trigger pulse is provided by performing the logic OR opera-
tion between the binary signals. The MUSIC ASIC is designed for high speed sampling. It
achieves a pulse width between 5 ns and 10 ns while keeping a good SNR at the Single
Photo Electron level. The binary output presents a Single Photon Time Resolution around
118 ps using a Hamamatsu SiPM S13360-3075CS which enables the possibility to use this
ASIC in some timing detectors. The summation capability of the ASIC is proven even when
summing 7 channels at the same time. The MUSIC chip has been experimentally tested in
particle physics detectors requiring Time of Flight measurements, in Cherenkov telescopes,
in muon imaging as a Cherenkov-Tag ToF detector, as a proof-of-concept SPECT camera, as
a Beam Loss Monitor and in Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging. In conclusion, the summation
concept has been proven in the laboratory and experimentally demonstrated in several
applications, such as a scintillator ToF detector or a SPECT camera, and thus showing the
potential capabilities of this technique to process sensors with large detection areas.
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